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A Problem In Self-Heating of a Spherical Body 
S. M. Genensky* 

An analytic steady-statc solu t ion is devcloped for a sphcri cal body in whi ch heat is 
generated according to a first-order unimolecular-reactio n law, and lost at the surface in 
ac?ordance with Newt?n's law of coolin g. The te mperature within the sp here depends 
cluefiy on t he radlil,l dIstance from t hc cen ter , bu t a lso on the a mbient tcmperatul'e, t he 
surface heat-loss coefficient, and t he m aterial proper t ies, which nrc assumed co nstant. 

1. Introduction 

The analysis described was pursued in connection 
with an investigation in to the self-heating of fibrous 
materials carried on aL the N iLtional Bureau of 

! Standards.1 

Comparison of the results of this iLnalysis wiLh the 
experimen tiLlresul Ls indiciL ted that the assumpLion of 
a single first-order unimolecular rel:wtion was an 

I overs~mplification for the material .invest igated 
i expenmentally. Howeve r, the analysIs serves Lo 

indicate the relative importance of Lhe various 
parameters entering into the problem, iLnd m iLy be 
helpful in indica Ling the ], ind of data that would be 
of greatest use in further investiga tions in which the 
assump tions may be applica ble . 

A homogeneous sphere of radius B is genera Ling 
heat, under steady-stiLLe co nditions, in acconlance 
with a first-orclerunimoleclilar-reaction liLW A e- (E / R7' ) 

and losing heaL from its su rface to iL11 atrn'osphere at 

I 

constant temperature , Ta, according to NewLon's 
law of cooling. The LemperaLure of the sphere, T (r) , 

. is independent of Lime iLncl depends upon the radial 
distance, 1', from Lhe cenLer of the sphere. -Wi thin 
the sphere, t ransfer of h eaL by means oLher Lhan 

I 

conduction is considered negligible. The thermal 
conductivity, lc ; gas constant, H; rate of reaction

,frequency prod uct, A; a nd acLivation energy, E, 
of the material of the sphere are assumed to be known 
constants, as are the tempera Lure, To, and gradient 
dT/dr = O, at the center of the sphere. The problem 
is to find the surface tempera Lure of the sphere, 
TB , at 1'= B, and the h eaL-Lransfer coefficient , h, 
between the surface of the sphere and a surrounding 
atmosphere. 

2 . An a lysis 

MathemaLically the problem becomes 

dT= O 
dr at 1'= 0, 

( dT) lc -Z' =-h[Tn - TaJ. 
u I T= B 

Let 
R 

l1(TJ )= jJ; T (TJ ), and 

Then eq (1) lo (4) become 

d2~ +~ cll1 +('e -+= 0 
dTJ- TJ dTJ 

11= V. =~?To o E aL 

at 

TJ = O, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

It i.s further assumed lhiLL (a) lh e tempcrature 
gradien L within Lhe sphere exists and is conlinuous 
throughouL t he interval O::; TJ ::; ] , and (b) that Lhe 
absolute value of the difl'erence between T (TJ ) , 
O::; TJ ::; l , iLnd To is small in comparison to To. Under 
these restrict ions, a techniq ue presented by Ch alll
bre 2 proves useful to observe that 

(9) 

wh~re Ll 11= 110 - 11. Now, bccallse III 11/ 110 /< 1, the 
senes converges, and for a s ufftcien lly la rge positive 

N 

integer, N, 0 /110) ~(Ll 11/ 110) i is a very good approx-
.=0 

imation to l /V. 
(1) Therefore, (5) m ay be wriLLen approximately as 

I 

T= To at 1'= 0, (2) 
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Now 

where 

k= I , 2, .. . ,N, 

and in the speclal case V = V o 

(N + 1) - B 1V + B 2V2 - . . . +(- I )NB NV N= 1 

N = O, 1, 2, 

Therefore, (10) may be written 

d2V 2 dV _ N +I J:. [B ,V - B, V '+ . . . -(- l )NB NVN] - +- - +Ce Vo eVo = 0· 
d71 2 71 d71 

(11) 

Because (11) is analytic and regular except at 71 = 0, 
and further as dVjd71 = O at 71 = 0, the solu tion of (11) 
may be written in the form 

'" 
V=V(71)=~ai 71 i 

i=O 
(0 ::; 71 ::; 1). 

Recalling (6), eq (12) at 71 = 0 yields 

ToR 
V o= V (O)= E =ao, 

(12) 

(13) 

and further differentiating (12) once and considering 
(7), it is found that 

(14) 

Differentiating (12) twice, substituting these first 
two derivatives into eq (11) and rearranging terms: 

~ ( '2+ ') '-2 D ~[B' V-n,V2+. , .-(-l )NB NVN] (15) 
.L..J t ~ ai 71' = - eO, 
i=2 

N+l 

where D= Ce ---v, and the a j are given by 

(16) 
for 71 = 0, and i=2,3,4, .... 

Using the coeffi cients obtained from (13), (14), 
and (16) and substituting them into eq (12), V can 
be computed for 0 ::; 71 ::; 1. 

In particular , for 71 = 1, eq (12) gives the dimension
less surface temperature V (I ), and thus recalling 
that T (71 ) = (EjR )V (71) , the surface temperature, T (I ), 
which equals TB , is easily found. Differentiating 
eq (12) once and evaluating this derivative at 71 = 1, 
h can then be found by solving eq (8), for all the 
other factors involved in this equation are either 
given or have been computed . 

80 

The first six nonzero coefficients have been cvnlll 
a ted and are 

0 5 [ 5032C3 8428C2 14860 560J -~ 
al0 4435200Vg 405V 5 - 135V3 + 27Vo -9 e o. 

Observe that a 2i- l (i = 1,2,3, ... ) are zero. This 
follows from al = 0 and the spherical symmetry of 
the problem. 

Figure 1 is a plot of V (l ) , as a function of 0 and 
1jV o, where C was allowed to vary over the range 
10- 1 ::;C::; 1019 and I jV o took on selected values in 
t he range 5::;l jV o::; 100, The points were obtained 
by using 

10 

V (71) = ~aj 71 i 
;=0 

(17) 

over its range of applicability for the values of 0 
and] jV o within the above limits. rtt'lflI I 

In the foregoing, it has been assumed that the I 
temperature at the center of the sphere To is known, ' 
and also that the physical condition indicated by I 
eq (8) is satisfied . I 

The more common steady-state problem of finding 
the temperature at the center of a sphere that gener
ates heat according to a first-order unimolecular 
reaction law and loses heat according to Newton's 
law of cooling may be solved by using the analysis I 
described above . In this case, E, R, k, A , h, Ta , I 

T B, and B are assumed known. 
If the sphere being considered really satisfies the 

assumptions of the problem, then its temperature 
must satisfy eq (1), Because eq (1) is of the second ' 
order, only two boundary conditions can be pre- I 
assigned. Further , because the temperature at the 
center of the sphere must remain finite, one of these 
preassigned boundary conditions must be dTjdr= O 
at r = O. This leaves but one free boundary con
dition, However, at the surface of the sphere both I 

( dT\ =_~ [Tn- Tal (18) 
it: ) '= B k 

and 
(19) 

must be satisfied ; and because only one of these two 

I 
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boundfiry conditions may be formally assigned, it 
must be assumed thfit the other is consisten t with 
the problem. Therefore, figure 1, which represents 
eq (17), may be used to solve Lhis problem. Because 
R, E, k, A, and 13 are known, both 0 and V(I ) (recall 
thfit TB = EV(l) /R) can be computed. Thus, by 
using figure 1, l /Vo mfiy be found by interpolation, 
provided the point (0, V(l )) under consideration 
lies within the region of applicability of eq (17), as 
indicated above. Because the center temperature 
of the sphere is To , that is EVo/R, Lhe problem is 
solved. 

Here no use was lnfide of condition (18), and as 
mentioned earlier, this condition must be satisfied 
independently, if the assumptions made are fulfilled . 
Thus the degree of consistency between conditions 
(18) and (19) serves as fin indication of the applica
bility of the assumpLions mfide in this analysis. 

FIGURE 1. V (1) as a function of Clol' selected values of l /Vo. WASHINGTON, !vfarch 19, 1954. 
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